
 

 

Guided Novel Study: The Call of the Wild – Chapter 1 

 

You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by following this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and then 

you can listen to the story on a 

phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

following this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

 

   New vocabulary:  

nomadic  someone who wanders intimated  make something clear   

artisan high quality  eloquently  well spoken  

interlacing  criss-crossing  genial   cheerful and friendly  

demesne a piece of land calamity  a disaster  

recesses  small spaces  exquisite  perfect  

kindred  someone or something close 
to you 

ruction quarrel or argument  

besetting a problem or difficulty  conciliate  calm someone down 

progeny  someone relying on you – or 
being dependent  

weazened  wrinkled and withered  

 

Listen to Chapter 1, ‘Into the Primitive’ (approximately 20 minutes) and answer the following questions, 

using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P5: What do you think this ‘yellow metal’ that has been found in The North was?  

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

2. P6: Buck was ‘king’ of the Judge’s house and land. How did the big dog spend his days? List some of 

the activities that Buck enjoyed:  

-  

-  

-  

-  

-  



 

 

3. P7: Why did Manuel decide to steal and sell Buck?  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. P9-10: List the reasons why Buck’s journey was so difficult for him.  

-  

-  

-  

5. P10-11: How does the writer use language to show the violence of the fight between Buck and the 

dog keeper? Explore what the words suggest about the fight: 

The phrase “launched his one hundred and forty pounds of fury” shows the force of the dog. The 

word “fury” suggests Buck was extremely angry and intent on hurting the man in front of him. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

6. P11-12: What do you think of the dog keeper? Do you think he dislikes Buck? Use evidence to back 

up your opinion:  

I think that the dog keeper respects Buck and probably likes dogs, but that he uses force to show 

them who is boss. The phrase “my boy” suggests that  ____________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7. P14: What do you think will happen to Buck now that he has arrived in Alaska?  What could the 

snow signify to the reader? (think of the contrast with the opening of the book, in sunny California):  

I predict that Buck will now__________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

I feel the snow could symbolise ______________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8. Imagine you are the dog keeper who fought and tamed Buck. Write a diary entry reflecting on your 

encounter with the dog. 

Dear Diary, 

      Well, what a day that was! I have come across some fierce dogs in my time but none as 

fierce as that brute today. As soon as the guys brought him off the train I knew… 



 

 

Guided Novel Study: The Call of the Wild – Chapter 1 

 

You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and then 

you can listen to the story on a 

phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

 

   New vocabulary:  

nomadic  someone who wanders intimated  make something clear   

artisan high quality  eloquently  well spoken  

interlacing  criss-crossing  genial   cheerful and friendly  

demesne a piece of land calamity  a disaster  

recesses  small spaces  exquisite  perfect  

kindred  someone or something close to 
you 

ruction quarrel or argument  

besetting a problem or difficulty  conciliate  calm someone down 

progeny  someone relying on you – or 
being dependent  

weazened  wrinkled and withered  

 

Listen to Chapter 1, ‘Into the Primitive’ (approximately 20 minutes) and answer the following questions, 

using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P5: What do you think this ‘yellow metal’ that has been found in The North was?  

Gold – men were rushing ‘North’ (Canada) to mine gold. 
 

2. P6: Buck was ‘king’ of the Judge’s house and land. How did the big dog spend his days? List some of 

the activities that Buck enjoyed:  

- Plunged into the swimming tank; went hunting with the sons; morning rambles with the 

daughters; lay at the Judge’s feet; carried the grandsons; guarded the footsteps in games. 
 

3. P7: Why did Manuel decide to steal and sell Buck?  

Manuel had been gambling (the ‘Chinese lottery’) and seemed to be in debt – he sold Buck to pay off 

his debts.  
 



 

 

4. P9-10: List the reasons why Buck’s journey was so difficult for him.  

- He was teased and tormented for two days by the express messengers 

- He was hungry – they gave Buck no food 

- He was thirsty and this caused him “severe suffering”; throat and tongue were inflamed from 

the dehydration 

- He had a fever from all the ill treatment  
 

5. P10-11: How does the writer use language to show the violence of the fight between Buck and the 

dog keeper? Explore what the words suggest about the fight: 

The phrase “launched his one hundred and forty pounds of fury” shows the force of the dog. The 

word “fury” suggests that Buck is extremely angry and intent on hurting the man in front of him. 

The writer uses the metaphor “red-eyed devil” to describe Buck, suggesting he was full of rage, 

almost possessed by the devil and a complete contrast to the kind dog we were introduced to at the 

start of the book. The fact that Buck’s mouth was “foaming” emphasises the anger within the dog. 

This sense of violence is shown again through the repeated use of the verb “launched”, giving the 

impression Buck was a missile flying towards the man. However, the man’s skill in the fight is shown 

through the adjectives used to describe how he used the club (“fierce” and “frightful” blows, 

“exquisite agony”), showing how experienced and precise he was in such fights.  
 

6. P11-12: What do you think of the dog keeper? Do you think he dislikes Buck? Use evidence to back 

up your opinion:  

I think that the dog keeper respects Buck and probably likes dogs, but that he uses violence to show 

them who is boss. The dog keeper says “Well, Buck, my boy” to show that actually likes Buck. The 

phrase “my boy” suggests that the dog keeper sees Buck as one of his dogs now. The word “my” 

could suggest that he sees Buck as his property now, but then the noun “boy” suggests he views him 

as part of the family, a term of endearment. The phrase “you’ve learned your place” shows that 

Buck has now been put in his place by the dog owner, but that Buck is now welcome within this 

“place” that is his home.  
 

7. P14: What do you think will happen to Buck now that he has docked in Alaska? What could the 

snow signify to the reader? (think of the contrast with the opening of the book, in sunny California):  

 I predict that Buck will now travel further into Alaska and Canada and become one of the dogs 

helping men looking to mine gold.   

 I feel the snow could symbolise the new sense of fear and lack of love within Buck’s life. The book 

started in sunny California where Buck was surrounded by warmth and love, but now he is alone in 

the cold of Alaska with no sense of security or love in his life.  
 

8. Imagine you are the dog keeper who fought and tamed Buck. Write a diary entry reflecting on your 

encounter with the dog. 

Dear Diary, 

      Well, what a day that was! I have come across some fierce dogs in my time but none as 

fierce as that brute today. As soon as the guys brought him off the train I knew… 

 

 



 

 

Guided Novel Study: The Call of the Wild – Chapter 2 

 

You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and 

then you can listen to the story on a 

phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

 

New vocabulary 

vicarious not your own experience – hearing 
about it from someone else 

belligerent being aggressive or hostile    

primordial acting in a basic/primitive way indiscretion a poor decision   

antagonist the enemy – the one who starts 
the fight  

consternation feeling anxious    

wheeler the person steering the cart ignominiously shameful   

perpetual never ending  placating trying to calm someone down 

malignant evil in nature decivilization to become savage – uncivilised   

introspective someone who keeps himself to 
himself  

loathsome disgusting or repulsive  

incarnation being born again   retrogression moving backwards   

 

Listen to Chapter 2, ‘The Law of Club and Fang’ (approximately 20 minutes) and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P15: Where does Buck spend his first day in the Northland?  

_____________________________________ 
 

2. P15-16: Why was Buck’s first day in the Northland such a ‘nightmare’. List why it was such a difficult 

time for him:  

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 

3. P18: Where do the dogs sleep at night?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. P19-20: How do the dogs Dave and Sol-leks help to teach Buck? Use evidence to support your 

answer. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. P21-2: List how Buck has changed as a dog since the first chapter:  

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 

- ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

6. P11-12: Why do you think the writer has called this chapter ‘The law of club and fang’? Explain your 

ideas in detail and use evidence from the text.   

I think the writer called this chapter ‘The law of club and fang’ because it shows the violence of …. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7. P14: What do you think will happen to Buck now that he is part of this pack of sledding dogs?   

I predict that Buck will now __________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8. Extra writing challenge: Write a diary entry by Francois talking about how Buck has adapted to life 

in the Northland.  

Dear Diary, 

Well, I am pleased with our new additions to the pack! That big brute, Buck they called him, 

is one hell of a find. He is strong as a bull and has taken pretty quick to life in the snow…. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________  



 

 

Guided Novel Study: The Call of the Wild – Chapter 2 

 

You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and then 

you can listen to the story on a phone 

or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  
 

New vocabulary 

vicarious not your own experience – hearing 
about it from someone else 

belligerent being aggressive or hostile    

primordial acting in a basic/primitive way indiscretion a poor decision   

antagonist the enemy – the one who starts 
the fight  

consternation feeling anxious    

wheeler the person steering the cart ignominiously shameful   

perpetual never ending  placating trying to calm someone down 

malignant evil in nature decivilization to become wild/savage – 
uncivilised   

introspective someone who keeps himself to 
himself  

loathsome disgusting or repulsive  

incarnation being born again   retrogression moving backwards   

 

 

Listen to Chapter 2, ‘The Law of Club and Fang’ (approximately 20 minutes) and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P15: Where does Buck spend his first day in the Northland?  

Dyea beach 
 

2. P15-16: Why was Buck’s first day in the Northland such a ‘nightmare’ List why it was such a difficult 

time for him:  

- No rest/peace – he had to be ‘constantly alert’  

- He was surrounded by danger and savages – ‘peril’ all around him 

- He saw a horrible dog fight that was ‘unforgettable’ – Curly was savagely attacked and killed 

by the other dogs 

- Buck was fixed with a harness and forced to haul Francois on a sled to the forest 

- Spitz, the leader of the dogs, was nasty and unwelcoming to Buck 



 

 

3. P18: Where do the dogs sleep at night?  

Snow holes.  

Buck is confused about this and walks into the tent expecting to sleep there. However, after 

wandering all around the camp, Buck realises the dogs dig themselves holes within the snow and 

sleep there.  
 

4. P19-20: How do the dogs Dave and Sol-leks help to teach Buck? Use evidence to support your 

answer. 

Francois puts Buck between two experienced huskies (“teachers”) who show Buck how to pull the 

sled. Dave was “fair and very wise”, only nipping Buck when he was “in need of it”. Dave and Sol-lek 

didn’t attack Buck unfairly, only doing it when he “got tangled in the traces”. Buck learnt from this 

attack and never got tangled in the traces again.  
 

5. P21-2: List how Buck has changed as a dog since the first chapter:  

- He eats less – he is no longer spoilt 

- He eats quickly (otherwise he loses his food) 

- He has learnt to steal and how to get away with it 

- Buck no longer has morals – he is ‘decivilised’  

- He has become very fit and very muscular (“muscles became hard as iron”) 

- He has learnt how to fend for himself  

- His hearing is brilliant – “he heard the faintest sound” 

- He can predict the weather – “scent the wind” 

- He howls long and wolf-like 

- He is becoming wild whereas he was domesticated at the start of the novel  
 

6. P11-12: Why do you think the writer has called this chapter ‘The law of club and fang’? Explain your 

ideas in detail and use evidence from the text.   

I think that the writer called this chapter ‘The law of club and fang’ because it shows the violent 

nature of life in this wild part of the world. I think the “club” represents the humans who watch over 

the dogs, using the club to punish the dogs, like the dog keeper who beat Buck in chapter 1. I feel 

the “fang” represents the violence the dogs use towards each other to show who is in charge, as 

shown by the savage attack on Curley. The word “law” shows that these are the rules of this land 

and that Buck will not survive unless he follows these rules.   
 

7. P14: What do you think will happen to Buck now that he is part of this pack of sledding dogs?   

I predict that Buck will now become a loyal and dependable dog for Francois, perhaps the best 

sledding dog of them all. You can see Francois is impressed by how quickly Buck is adapting to life in 

Alaska, and Buck’s size and power will make him a force in these conditions. We have already seen 

how determined and adaptable he is as a dog, so I expect he will succeed whatever comes his way.   
 

8. Extra writing challenge: Write a diary entry by Francois talking about how Buck has adapted to life 

in the Northland.  

Dear Diary, 

Well, I am pleased with our new additions to the pack! That big brute, Buck they called him, is one 

hell of a find. He is strong as a bull and has taken pretty quick to life in the snow…. 



 

 

Guided Novel Study: The Call of the Wild – Chapter 3 

 

You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and 

then you can listen to the story on 

a phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

 

New vocabulary 

primordial acting in a basic/primitive way pre-eminently the dominant one – in charge     

perpendicular vertical / upright incomprehensible can’t understand    

skulking creeping around, ready to 
pounce  

ordained to make someone the leader     

dominant  leader, the one in charge  aurora borealis The Northern Lights – colourful, 
moving rays of light  

marauders robbers / raiders  defied  refuse   

mournful sad  travail hard work 

contemplation thinking deeply   inexorable impossible to stop   

conspicuous being born again  precipitate to cause something to happen 
suddenly   

 

Listen to Chapter 3, ‘Dominant Primordial Beast’ (approximately 30 minutes) and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. Where do the men and dogs stop to camp on page 24?    

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. P24: What does the writer mean by stating, “the dominant primordial beast was strong in Buck”? 

Explain what these words mean and show about Buck.  

The use of the word “dominant” suggests Buck is… _______________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

3. P27: What is the name of the river they must cross? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. P27: What are the language techniques used within the quote “wild water defied the frost”? 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. P29-30: Why do you think Spitz dislikes Buck so much? List the reasons:  

- _____________________________________________________________________________ 

- _____________________________________________________________________________ 

- _____________________________________________________________________________ 

- _____________________________________________________________________________ 

- _____________________________________________________________________________ 

- _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

6. P34-35: How does the writer use language to show the dangers Buck faces in the fight with Spitz?    

The writer shows the danger of the fight with the phrase “it was to the death”, suggesting 

that…____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7. P36: “Buck stood and looked on, the successful champion, the dominant primordial beast who had 

made his kill and found it good”. What does the final sentence show about Buck? What is his new 

role in the pack? Use evidence to prove your ideas.  

This part shows that Buck is now the leader of the pack. The phrase “successful champion” shows he 

is…______________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8. Imagine you are Francois at the camp when Buck returns with the other dogs after defeating Spitz. 

You can see Buck’s injuries and cuts but also notice that Spitz is not there. Write the conversation 

between Perrault and yourself. 

Francois: Look at him! That big Buck has done it! He’s covered in blood but there is no more Spitz. I 

told you, Perrault!  

Perrault: You were right. He is a beast!    

Francois: Come here, Buck…  

 



 

 

Guided Novel Study: The Call of the Wild – Chapter 3 

 

You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and then 

you can listen to the story on a 

phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

 

New vocabulary 

primordial acting in a basic/primitive way pre-eminently the dominant one – in charge     

perpendicular vertical / upright incomprehensible can’t understand    

skulking creeping around, ready to 
pounce  

ordained to make someone the leader     

dominant  leader, the one in charge  aurora borealis The Northern Lights – colourful, 
moving rays of light  

marauders robbers / raiders  defied  refuse   

mournful sad  travail hard work 

contemplation thinking deeply   inexorable impossible to stop   

conspicuous being born again  precipitate to cause something to happen 
suddenly   

 

Listen to Chapter 3, ‘Dominant Primordial Beast’ (approximately 30 minutes) and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. Where do the men and dogs stop to camp on page 24?    

Lake Le Barge  
 

2. P24: What does the writer mean by stating, “the dominant primordial beast was strong in Buck”? 

Explain what these words mean and show about Buck.  

I think the word “dominant” shows that Buck is growing in confidence and feels the urge to lead the 

other dogs. The phrase “primordial beast” suggests Buck is going back to his natural state, 

becoming a true wild dog again, as the word “beast” showing that he is no longer a dog who can be 

mastered. This phrase shows Buck is ready to take control of the pack, but that he first must attack 

Spitz.  



 

 

3. P27: What is the name of the river they must cross? 

The Thirty Mile River.  
 

4. P27: What are the language techniques used within the quote “wild water defied the frost”? 

Alliteration and personification.  
 

5. P29-30: Why do you think Spitz dislikes Buck so much? List the reasons:  

- Buck was a threat – “his supremacy threatened by this strange Southland dog” 

- Buck was different – “strange for him”   

- He was a match for Spitz and the other huskies – “matching the husky in strength, savagery, 

and cunning” 

- Buck was especially cunning and clever – like Spitz 

- Buck wanted to be leader 

- Buck and Spitz both had a lot of pride – would not back down against each other.  
 

6. P34-35: How does the writer use language to show the dangers Buck faces in the fight with Spitz?    

The writer shows the danger of the fight with the phrase “it was to the death”, making it clear that 

one of the dogs will die. This ominous tone continues with the words “ghostly calm” suggesting that 

a violent storm will come. The writer further shows the danger to Buck by describing how “Spitz was 

a practised fighter” who had “held his own with all manner of dogs”. This part makes it clear that 

Buck is in real danger and we know Buck has not had many fights in his life. The writer uses many 

violent verbs such as “clashed” and “slashed” to emphasise the threat that Spitz carries. The writer 

repeats how Buck fails to get through Spitz’s defences, creating an impression that Buck is losing the 

fight and that Spitz was “untouched”.  
 

7. P36: “Buck stood and looked on, the successful champion, the dominant primordial beast who had 

made his kill and found it good”. What does the final sentence show about Buck? What is his new 

role in the pack? Use evidence to prove your ideas.  

This part shows that Buck is now the leader of the pack. The phrase “successful champion” shows he 

won the big fight between Spitz and himself, and that he is now the champion, having challenged 

and beaten Spitz. The writer shows that Buck had wanted to become leader as he “had made his kill 

and found it good”. The phrase “found it good” suggests that Buck enjoyed killing Spitz. This part 

shows Buck really has turned into a “primordial beast”, killing when and what he wants – the most 

dominant of the dogs.  
 

8. Imagine you are Francois at the camp when Buck returns with the other dogs after defeating Spitz. 

You can see Buck’s injuries and cuts but also notice that Spitz is not there. Write the conversation 

between Perrault and yourself. 

Francois: Look at him! That big Buck has done it! He’s covered in blood but there is no more Spitz. I 

told you, Perrault!  

Perrault: You were right. He is a brute.  

Francois: Come here, Buck…  

 



 

 

Guided Novel Study: The Call of the Wild – Chapter 4 

 

You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and 

then you can listen to the story on 

a phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by scanning 

this QR code and downloading a free 

PDF or Kindle version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

 

New vocabulary 

coveted envied / wanted by everyone resiliency to recover quickly     

obdurate stubborn / refuses to give up perpetual never ending    

displaced taken over  Barracks buildings for soldiers      

complied to do as you are told  morose moody, gloomy  

tone feeling / mood of somewhere lugubriously sad / dismal 

 

Listen to Chapter 4, ‘Who Has Won to Mastership’ (approximately 20 minutes) and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P37: Why does Buck refuse to take his place in the harness?  

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

  

2. At the bottom of page 38, Francois throws down the club. Why is this an important moment in the 

novel? What does this suggest about Buck now?  

I think that this moment shows Buck has beaten the men. Francois and Perrault throw down the 

club because…. ____________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________’

The club symbolises….. ______________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



 

 

3. P39: What do you think the writer means by “the general tone of the team picked up immediately” 

and that the “old-time solidarity” of the dogs had returned? 

I think this means that the dogs are feeling______________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. P40: How many miles a day did the dogs average on their record run from Dawson City to Skaguay? 

____________________________________ 

 

5. Why does Francois weep over Buck on page 40?  

Francois and Perrault receive ‘official orders’ so they _____________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. P41: “He was not homesick. The Sunland was very dim and distant, and such memories had no 

power over him”. What do you learn about Buck from this passage? 

I realise that Buck is now ____________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. P43-44:  How does the writer show the determination and pride of Dave? What do you learn about 

husky dogs from this part of the novel?  

The writer shows the pride of Dave when he writes that he “resented being taken out” of the 

harnesses to run alongside the sled. This suggests that the dog is____________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. P44: What was it that “Buck knew, and every dog knew”?  

________________________________________________ 

 

9. Extra writing challenge: Write a newspaper report for the ‘Dawson Daily News’ about Perrault and 

Francois’ record time journey from Dawson City to Skaguay.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Dawson Daily News 

27th February 1896 
 

14 DAY RECORD RUN!  
French pair record fastest ever journey from Dawson to Skaguay  

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

Guided Novel Study: The Call of the Wild – Chapter 4 

 

You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and then 

you can listen to the story on a 

phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

 

New vocabulary 

coveted envied / wanted by everyone resiliency to recover quickly     

obdurate stubborn / refuses to give up perpetual never ending    

displaced taken over  Barracks buildings for soldiers      

complied to do as you are told  morose moody, gloomy  

tone feeling / mood of somewhere lugubriously sad / dismal 

 

Listen to Chapter 4, ‘Who Has Won to Mastership’ (approximately 20 minutes) and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P37: Why does Buck refuse to take his place in the harness?  

Buck feels he should be the leader of the pack now that Spitz is gone. 

  

2. At the bottom of page 38, Francois throws down the club. Why is this an important moment in the 

novel? What does this suggest about Buck now?  

I think that this moment shows Buck has beaten the men. Francois and Perrault throw down the 

club because they know that Buck will not take his place in the harness whilst they hold it, but they 

also realise that they need the power and strength of Buck to pull the sled. It is such an important 

moment in the novel as before the club symbolised the power men had over Buck. However, Buck 

has now conquered both the ‘the fang’ (Spitz) and ‘the club’ (the men) – he knows his power and 

place as the leader of the pack.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3. P39: What do you think the writer means by “the general tone of the team picked up immediately” 

and that the “old-time solidarity” of the dogs had returned? 

I think this means that the dogs are happy again because Buck is now in charge. I do not feel the 

dogs liked Spitz, as shown by the fact none of them protected Spitz when Buck attacked him. The 

word “tone” shows the mood of the pack has improved.  

 

4. P40: How many miles a day did the dogs average on their record run from Dawson City to Skaguay? 

40 miles per day.  

 

5. Why does Francois weep over Buck on page 40?  

Francois and Perrault receive ‘official orders’ so they have to leave and are forced to sell the dogs. 

They clearly feel attached to Buck and Francois cries when he has to say goodbye to him.   

 

6. P41: “He was not homesick. The Sunland was very dim and distant, and such memories had no 

power over him”. What do you learn about Buck from this passage? 

I now realise that Buck is now at home in the Northland and no longer wants to return to sunny 

California. His time in the Northland has woken up his natural and wild instincts as a pack dog – he 

has returned to his natural state.  

 

7. P43-44:  How does the writer show the determination and pride of Dave? What do you learn about 

husky dogs from this part of the novel?  

The writer shows the pride of Dave when he writes that he “resented being taken out” of the 

harnesses to run alongside the sled. This suggests that the dog’s pride has been hurt; he does not 

want to be seen as weak in front of the others. Dave was “whimpering broken-heartedly” when he 

sees Sol-leks taking his position. This again shows Dave’s hurt pride – he is desperate to be part of 

the pack. Dave’s determination to continue pulling the sled is shown when he “refused to run quietly 

behind the sled” and he even attacks Sol-lek for taking his place. This part shows us how the husky 

dogs are true pack animals – they have to feel part of their team or they feel worthless. The dogs 

are incredibly loyal and will do anything to prove they are still worthy of being in the pack.  

 

8. P44: What was it that “Buck knew, and every dog knew”?  

Buck and the dogs all knew that Dave had been shot.  

 

9. Extra writing challenge: Write a newspaper report for the ‘Dawson Daily News’ about Perrault and 

Francois’ record time journey from Dawson City to Skagway.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Dawson Daily News 

27th February 1896 
 

14 DAY RECORD RUN!  
French pair record fastest ever journey from Dawson to Skaguay  

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

Guided Novel Study: The Call of the Wild – Chapter 5  

 

You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and then 

you can listen to the story on a 

phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

 

   New vocabulary 
 

mongrels crossbreed dogs zeal great energy or enthusiasm      

imploringly a desperate look indeterminate breed cannot tell the breed of the dog    

repugnance disgusted / repulsed   forlorn very sad       

inexorable impossible to stop  slovenly messy appearance   

superfluous too much  cherished care and love something  

averred to protest – put across your 
point of view  

prejudice to treat someone unfairly 

imperative very important  grievance unfair treatment  

callous cruel  chivalrous being polite and kind to women  

unendurable unacceptable  importuned to harass / beg someone  

innocuously not harmful  perambulating roaming, wandering  

 

Listen to Chapter 5, ‘The Toil of Trace and Trail’ (approximately 30 minutes) and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P45: List the different injuries and health problems the dogs had: 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. P46: What were the names of Buck’s new owners: 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 

3. P48: What is your first impression of Hal?  

I get the impression that Hal is cruel and ignorant. He calls the dogs “lazy brutes” which shows he 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. P50-51: List the mistakes that Hal, Charles and Mercedes made on their journey:  

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. P55: How does the writer use language to describe the ‘beautiful spring’ that is coming to the land?  

The writer uses the phrase “spring murmur of awakening life” to show the spring is coming. The 

word “awakening” suggests __________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

6. P57-58: What are your thoughts and feelings towards John Thornton? Use evidence to help explain 

your thoughts and feelings.  

I really like John Thornton and am so relieved that he was there to save Buck. The phrase “sprang 

upon the man” makes John Thornton seem ______________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. P58: What happens to Hal, Charles, Mercedes and the dogs as they cross the ice on the White 

River? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and then 

you can listen to the story on a 

phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

   New vocabulary 

mongrels crossbreed dogs zeal great energy or enthusiasm      

imploringly a desperate look indeterminate 
breed 

cannot tell the breed of the dog    

repugnance disgusted / repulsed   forlorn very sad       

inexorable impossible to stop  slovenly messy appearance   

superfluous too much  cherished care and love something  

averred to protest – put across your 
point of view  

prejudice to treat someone unfairly 

imperative very important  grievance unfair treatment  

callous cruel  chivalrous being polite and kind to women  

unendurable unacceptable  importuned to harass / beg someone  

innocuously not harmful  perambulating roaming, wandering  

 

Listen to Chapter 5, ‘The Toil of Trace and Trail’ (approximately 30 minutes) and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P45: List the different injuries and health problems the dogs had: 

- The dogs had lost a lot of weight  

- They were in a wretched state – “worn out and worn down”  

- Pike had a hurt leg  

- Sol-leks was limping 

- Dub had a wrenched shoulder blade  

- they are dead tired – ‘every muscle, every fibre, every cell was tired’ 
 

2. P46: What were the names of Buck’s new owners: 

- Hal and Charles  



 

 

 

3. P48: What is your first impression of Hal?  

I get the impression that Hal is cruel and ignorant. He calls the dogs “lazy brutes” which shows he 

doesn’t know much about dogs because everyone can see they are tired not lazy. He keeps whipping 

the dogs – “again Hal’s whip fell upon the dogs” – that again shows his ignorance and cruelty, 

causing them so much pain. The writer uses the words “whip was whistling savagely” to emphasise 

just how cruel he is. The adverb “savagely” shows just how nasty Hal is and makes me worry for the 

dogs. Hal also seems to be an idiot as he does not realise that the sled is stuck in ice – “the runners 

are froze fast”.  
 

4. P50-51: List the mistakes that Hal, Charles and Mercedes made on their journey:  

- They bought six ‘outside dogs’ but they were not huskies and had no experience 

- They took too many dogs – you couldn’t carry enough food for 14 dogs 

- The dogs were tired – starting “dead weary” – they needed a rest  

- The men were “slack in all things, without order or discipline”  

- They took too long setting up camp/packing up  

- Hal overfed the dogs at first; Mercedes gave them extra food 

- They then underfed the dogs as they were running out of food 

- They were lazy – “they did not know how to work themselves” 
 

5. P55: How does the writer use language to describe the ‘beautiful spring’ that is coming to the land?  

The writer uses the phrase “spring murmur of awakening life” to show the spring is coming. The 

word “awakening” suggests the world is coming alive again after a long winter. The writer uses 

personification to show the spring is coming. He repeats the word “murmur” to show that the land 

is waking up, as if it is coming alive. The words “joy of living” suggests that the land is happy to be 

waking up after the cold winter. The writer mentions the different insects, birds and animals coming 

to the land, like “partridges and woodpeckers”. The writer uses verbs like “bursting”, “rising”, 

“chattering” and “booming” to show the new energy that is in the air as spring comes to the land. 
 

6. P57-58: What are your thoughts and feelings towards John Thornton? Use evidence to help explain 

your thoughts and feelings.  

I really like John Thornton and am so relieved that he was there to save Buck. The phrase “sprang 

upon the man” makes John Thornton seem quick, strong and urgent; he was clearly very keen to 

stop what he thought was not right (the dogs, particularly Buck, being beaten) quickly. I think it 

made him very angry to see what was happening, as it says in the text that he was “too convulsed 

with rage to speak”. Verbs like “rapped” and “stroked” used to describe how he used his hunting 

knife give the impression that he has experience of using it.  I also get the impression he has the 

dogs’ best interests at heart (shown in the way he looks at Buck at the end of the chapter and says 

“You poor devil”) and it seems that he is not afraid to threaten and hurt others to make sure they 

aren’t mistreated.  Buck licking his hand at the end of the chapter supports the view that he is kind 

and likeable, and that Buck is thankful to him for saving them. 
  

7. P58: What happens to Hal, Charles, Mercedes and the dogs as they cross the ice on the White 

River? 

The ice on the river cracks and they all drown.  
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Download the Audible App and 
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downloading a free PDF or Kindle 
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We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  

  New vocabulary 

forbear to stop yourself from doing 
something 

bluff to deceive someone       

convalescence recovering bologna sausage Italian meat    

transient lasting for a short time   superfluous excessive        

wily crafty / sly  virility a man with strong energy / strength 

aroused stirred into action  conjuration a magic spell  

provocation to make someone annoyed, 
angry  

whim  a sudden idea  

gratifying gaining pleasure from doing 
something  

pertinacity persistent / determination    

 

Listen to Chapter 6, ‘For The Love of a Man’ (approximately 30 minutes), and answer the following  

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P59: Why did John Thornton’s partners leave him back in December? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. P59: What breeds of dog were Skeet and Nig?  

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. P60: Why was John Thornton the ‘ideal master’? Use evidence to prove your ideas.  

John Thornton was the ideal master for a dog because he sees to the “welfare of his as if they were 

his own children”. This suggests that he sees the dogs  as __________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

4. P60-61: How does Buck show his love and dedication to John Thornton? List the ways:  

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 

- ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. P62: “there was no middle course. He must master or be mastered.” What does the writer mean by 

this? What does it show about Buck’s view on life?  

This phrase shows that Buck knows he must_____________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

6. P63: Why do you think John Thornton tells Buck to jump off the cliff?   

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7. On page 70, it says, “Thornton fell on his knees beside Buck. Head was against head”. Why does 

Thornton do this? What does this moment symbolise? Explore the language in this part.  

This moment symbolises the special bond between man and dog. The fact that Thornton “fell on his 

knees” suggests ___________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8. P70: How does the writer show the power and strength of Buck in this passage? Explore the writer’s 

use of language in detail.   

The writer uses very powerful language to describe Buck. The phrases “claws scarring” and “muscles 

writhing” show ____________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

9. Extra writing challenge: Pretend you are Matthewson, the man who bet against Buck. Write your 

account of what happened that night.  

Dawson City, January 1896 

Well, I thought I’d seen it all in my time up here in Dawson, but never have I seen anything like the 

sight of that beast tonight! I’m a lot poorer than when I went out, but a lot richer for what I have 

seen. It all started when…  
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You can LISTEN to the novel on 

Audible by scanning this QR code:  

 
Download the Audible App and 

then you can listen to the story on 

a phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  
 

New vocabulary 

forbear to stop yourself from doing 
something 

bluff to deceive someone       

convalescence recovering bologna sausage Italian meat    

transient lasting for a short time   superfluous excessive        

wily crafty / sly  virility a man with strong energy / 
strength 

aroused stirred into action  conjuration a magic spell  

provocation to make someone 
annoyed, angry  

whim  a sudden idea  

gratifying gaining pleasure from 
doing something  

pertinacity persistent / determination    

 

Listen to Chapter 6, ‘For The Love of a Man’ (approximately 30 minutes), and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P59: Why did John Thornton’s partners leave him back in December? 

So he could recover from frozen feet (frostbite).  
 

2. P59: What breeds of dog were Skeet and Nig?  

Skeet was an Irish Setter; Nig was half bloodhound, half deerhound.  
 

3. P60: Why was John Thornton the ‘ideal master’? Use evidence to prove your ideas.  

John Thornton was the ideal master for a dog because he sees to their “welfare of his as if they were 

his own children”. This suggests that he sees the dogs as family and treats them with great care. 

John Thornton does not just greet his dogs but greets them “kindly” or with “cheering word”, as well 

as sitting down for a “long talk with them – ‘gas’ he called it”. This part shows how he respects the 

dogs and enjoys being in their company, making them feel valued. John Thornton also embraces 

Buck with “rough” affection to show his love for him. All of this makes him the ideal master for Buck, 

particularly when compared with his other owners.  

https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/pertinacity


 

 

 

4. P60-61: How does Buck show his love and dedication to John Thornton? List the ways:  

- He would bite Thornton’s hand – very firmly!  

- He went wild with happiness when Thornton touched him 

- Buck would lie at Thornton’s feet  

- He would look up/gaze over at Thornton’s face and study it  

- He did not let him go out of his sight – followed at his heels, listened to him sleeping etc 
 

5. P62: “there was no middle course. He must master or be mastered.” What does the writer mean by 

this? What does it show about Buck’s view on life?  

This phrase shows that Buck knows he must prove himself over every other dog he comes across, or 

he risks being “mastered”. This part shows how Buck knows the ways of life in the Northland – it’s a 

dog-eat-dog world out there, as the expression says, and you cannot show any weakness otherwise 

you will be exploited.   
 

6. P63: Why do you think John Thornton tells Buck to jump off the cliff?   

Thornton does this to prove to the other men how devoted Buck is to him. The writer describes it as 

a “thoughtless whim” which suggests it was a stupid thing to do and something he regretted.  
 

7. On page 70, it says, “Thornton fell on his knees beside Buck. Head was against head”. Why does 

Thornton do this? What does this moment symbolise? Explore the language in this part.  

This moment symbolises the special bond between man and dog. The fact that Thornton “fell on his 

knees” suggests he wants to be at the same level as Buck, that he sees them as equals in their 

partnership. The phrase “head against head” emphasises their special bond and the sense of 

equality in the relationship. Thornton now has total respect and admiration for Buck, just as Buck 

does for him.   
 

8. P70: How does the writer show the power and strength of Buck in this passage? Explore the writer’s 

use of language in detail.   

The writer uses very powerful language to describe Buck. The phrases “claws scarring” and “muscles 

writhing” show his strength and power, with the verbs “scarring” and “writhing” suggesting nothing 

will stop his power. The heavy sled “swayed and trembled” which shows his pure power, moving 

such a heavy load. The verb “trembled” personifies the sled as if it is afraid of the beast that is 

dragging it forwards. The use of the ellipsis “half an inch… two inches” shows the increasing power 

of Buck as he gains momentum until he is “moving steadily”. Finally, the power and strength of Buck 

is emphasised as the “men gasped”, clearly stunned at his power.  

 

9. Extra writing challenge: Pretend you are Mathewson, the man who bet against Buck. Write your 

account of what happened that night.  

Dawson City, March 1897 

Well, I thought I’d seen it all in my time up here in Dawson, but never have I seen anything like the 

sight of that beast tonight! I’m a lot poorer than when I went out, but a lot richer for what I have 

seen. It all started when…  
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You can LISTEN to the novel on 
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Download the Audible App and 

then you can listen to the story on 

a phone or tablet.  

You can READ the novel by 

scanning this QR code and 

downloading a free PDF or Kindle 

version:   

 

We would recommend READING the novel whilst you LISTEN on Audible at the same time!  
 

New vocabulary 

shrouded covered  contagion an infection       

ramshackle ruin / derelict building exquisite pitch perfect sound     

loafing taking things easy / wandering around  equilibrium a perfect balance        

melancholy sad / depressed infinitesimal tiny   

salient easy to notice / see sequential in order   

obliterated destroyed   paroxysms fits / spasms  

roved roamed / wandered  palpitate trembling  

yearnings wanting something certitude being sure about something  

concealment covering up excrescence outgrowth of something  

commingled blended up Yeehats Native American tribe 

pertinacity being determined  incarnate alive 

mournful sadness cessation the end 

remnants left overs  void emptiness  

 

Listen to Chapter 7, ‘The Sounding of the Call’ (approximately 40 minutes), and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P71: Why did John Thornton and Buck head east to find an “ancient and ramshackle cabin”?  

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. P72: List the different natural landscapes that the men and Buck travelled through on their way to 

the Lost Cabin:  

-  

-  

-  

-  



 

 

-  

-  
 

3. P73: What does the simile “gold showed like yellow butter across the bottom of the washing-pan” 

show us about what John Thornton and the men found?   

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. P75-76: “Buck was wildly glad. He knew he was at last answering the call”. What do you think this 

part means? Why was Buck “wildly glad” and what was the “call” that he was answering?  

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. P77-79: List the various animals/prey that Buck kills as he roams wild:    

-  

-  

-  

-  

-  

-  

-  
 

6. P80: Why do you think Buck kills the great bull moose? Do you think Buck has become cruel at this 

stage of the novel?  

I think Buck kills the great bull moose because ___________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7. P70: What does the following sentence mean: “Yeehats noted a change in the breed of timber 

wolves”?  

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8. What do you think to the novel’s ending? Do you feel it is a sad ending to the story of Buck? Use 

different quotes from page 85 to explain your opinion. 

In some ways the ending is sad because ________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

However, the ending is also uplifting because ____________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________  
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New vocabulary 

shrouded covered  contagion an infection       

ramshackle ruin / derelict building exquisite pitch perfect sound     

loafing taking things easy / wandering around  equilibrium a perfect balance        

melancholy sad / depressed infinitesimal tiny   

salient easy to notice / see sequential in order   

obliterated destroyed   paroxysms fits / spasms  

roved roamed / wandered  palpitate trembling  

yearnings wanting something certitude being sure about something  

concealment covering up excrescence outgrowth of something  

commingled blended up Yeehats Native American tribe 

pertinacity being determined  incarnate alive 

mournful sadness cessation the end 

remnants left overs  void emptiness  

 

Listen to Chapter 7, ‘The Sounding of the Call’ (approximately 40 minutes), and answer the following 

questions, using evidence from the text when you can: 

1. P71: Why did John Thornton and Buck head east to find an “ancient and ramshackle cabin”?  

For gold – “nuggets that were unlike any known of gold in the Northland” 
 

2. P72: List the different natural landscapes that the men and Buck travelled through on their way to 

the Lost Cabin:  

- e.g. blue mountain lakes 

- eternal snows  

- mountains 

- summer valleys  



 

 

- forests   

- beaches  
 

3. P73: What does the simile “gold showed like yellow butter across the bottom of the washing-pan” 

show us about what John Thornton and the men found?   

John Thornton and the men had found gold. The simile of “yellow butter” suggests there were large 

amounts of pure gold.   
 

4. P75-76: “Buck was wildly glad. He knew he was at last answering the call”. What do you think this 

part means? Why was Buck “wildly glad” and what was the “call” that he was answering?  

This part shows that Buck feels “wildly glad” to be truly wild and free. I think “the call” is the call of 

nature within him and that he is finally being himself – a wild animal. 
 

5. P77-79: List the various animals/prey that Buck kills as he roams wild:    

- salmon/fish 

- wolverenes 

- a large black bear  

- ptarmigan (a grouse) 

- chipmunks 

- rabbits  

- beavers  

- a bull moose  
 

6. P80: Why do you think Buck kills the great bull moose? Do you think Buck has become cruel at this 

stage of the novel?  

I think Buck kills the great bull moose because he knows he can and wants to prove his strength. 

Although Buck does not need to kill the bull for food, he does it to show he is the “dominant 

primordial beast” in the valley, even more powerful than a beast twice his size. I do not think Buck is 

being cruel here; this is the natural way of life in the animal kingdom.   
 

7. P70: What does it mean when it says: “Yeehats noted a change in the breed of timber wolves”?  

This part suggests that Buck stayed in the valley and mated with a timber wolf.  
 

8. What do you think to the novel’s ending? Do you feel it is a sad ending to the story of Buck? Use 

different quotes from page 85 to explain your opinion. 

There is definitely some sadness to the end of the novel. John Thornton and Buck’s special bond is 

broken and Buck mourns his loss, the man who saved him and cared for him so well. However, I 

actually found the ending uplifting because it seems Buck was truly free now and settled into life 

with the wild timber wolves. The “change in breed” of the timber wolves shows us Buck mated. He 

seems to thrive in the valley of the Yeehats, “stealing from their camps” and “robbing from their 

traps”. It is also pleasing to hear that the Yeehats were so scared of Buck that they avoided the 

valley where he attacked them, but it is also sad when the writer mentions that Buck returns to this 

spot each year, “howling once” for John Thornton. However, I feel the story does end positively with 

the image of Buck “running at the head of the pack”, in his natural and wild state.  
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